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In the project framework “Thracian and Byzantine Cultural Heritage in the Rhodopi Mountains
and the Northern Aegean Sea Coast” with acronym THRABYZHE are researched and socialized the two
Late Antique and Middle Ages fortresses in Smolyan town and Koshnitsa village.
The north and the west fortress walls of the fortress in Koshnitsa village are discovered. They
are with total length of 80 m. The archaeological researches are in total area around 450 sq. m. In the
conserved and renovate fortress wall lights are installed, which will light during the night.
The preparation for conservation and renovation activities in the Smolyan fortress include the
researched sectors in the north, east and south fortress walls and including in it 8 inner rooms. They
were researched by the Regional Museum of History “Stoyu Shishkov”. The total walls length is around
60 m, and the built area is approximately 360 sq. m.
The socialization of the two archaeological objects include conservation and renovation of the
fortress walls, creation of tourist paths in order to provide easier access to the fortresses, panoramic
yields, relax places, informative and indicative tables, placement of bins for rubbish.
Late Antique and the Middle Ages fortress near Koshnitsa village is located onto
turbinate tower from marble limestone
(1,006m). This peak is in direction northsouth and into it there is a cave. She also
represents a Byzantium fortress during
the first existence period and she has
military-strategic tasks of the Smolyan
fortress. They are located on the route of
the Central Trans-Rhodope road through
the Middle Rhodope Mountains.
Moreover, the archaeological
researches registered two function
periods – the first one during the VI
century and the second one during XI
and the beginning of XII centuries. Also,
this chronology is confirmed during
the research of the preserved fortress
chapels in the South side of the fortress.
The thickness of the fortress
walls is around 1, 70 – 1, 80 m. The
construction technique is two-face
masonry full with limestone rock merged
with white mortar. The north and the
west walls are revealed. The total length
is around 80 m. The maximum preserved
wall high is 3 m. There are outside
military tower in the south end of the

west wall.
The archaeological excavations
founded evidences about the usage of
the Prohodna cave as a rock sanctuary,
transformed into stronghold during the
Chalcolithic Era ( V – IV millennium B.C.).
There are many good natural conditions,
such as: big natural accommodation
shelter with easy defended fort peak
over it. Moreover, there are water
resources. The cultural layers in the
better preserved north fortress wall
marked several culminations in the peak
usage during the different eras. They are
related with citizens’ migration which
inevitably leads to military disputes. The
archaeological excavations analyze show
that there was a human existence in the
peak in the Late Chalcolithic Era, Early
and Late Bronze Era, Early Iron Era (XI
– VI century B.C.) and the Thrace- Rome
period (I – III century), VI century and
XI- XII century.
Late Antique and Middle
Ages fortress near Smolyan is one of
the more Byzantium fortresses, which during the VI century according to the historical documents
are ruled by the emperor Justinian I (527 – 565). These fortresses are fixed, renovated or new-built in
the European territory of the Byzantium
empery. The research of the fortress in
the locality Turluka provides information
about the existence of two construction
period. The first one is during VI century,
and the second one is during XI – the
beginning of XIII centuries. The fortress
walls are wide 1,60 m and they are
preserved with high until 2,50 m.
Their construction technique is white
masonry, full with stone merged with
white mortar.
fortress north from Smolyan

is from the type – military fortressaccommodation in which the citizens of
the locality called nowadays Mogilata
found protection. It was really in good
condition, maintained by a garrison
which had a task to watch and to guard
the communication in the Central road
through the Middle Rhodopes, which
is the connection between the Upper
Thracian Plain and the North Aegean Sea
coast. In order to implement this task
the fortress has visual connection with
similar fortresses between the villages
Podvis and Gradat. It is far away 10 km in east and near the town of Rudozem – 18 km in southeast.
the second existence period the fortress had another style. Under its construction the Byzantium
fortress ruins are not cleared. The wall of the new fort inherited only the exterior of older. The basic
of the medieval wall is wide 2,40 m. It
is created through dry masonry and
probably in height its ended with wood
fence. Clearly, this was not a fortress,
created under the order of the Byzantium
emperor or the Bulgarian king, but only
a temporary stronghold, which is built
by the native citizens for protections
used only when it was necessary during
the period XI – XII centuries, i.e. it was
not implemented the functions, which
had the Byzantium fortress during VI
century.
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